
 
ASP Spring 2024 Student Interest/Signup Survey 
  
Please read the following information carefully.  ASP Spring 2024 will have sessions for grades PK-8 on 
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesdays with none on Holidays or school closings.  The Spring 2024 ASP will run 
from Monday April 1st thru Wednesday May 15th: (6 Weeks) 
  
The sessions are listed below in order, by day. 
 
Please choose from the activities in numbered order for each day separately by putting in a “1” for your 1st 
choice (I like this one the most) then if any other topics interest you on that day put a “2” by your second choice 
and a “3” by your third.  Make sure you only choose ones you are interested in and fit your grade level, if You 
Are Not Interested, please leave it blank.  Please do not put in “ALL” 1’s either. We need to know what 
your top choices are so that we can create the fairest grouping based on each students’ input.  Remember to 
choose carefully because there are many students looking at these activities and making choices too.  Students 
will be notified of the groupings once we get these surveys back and form the groups. Make your selections 
carefully based on your grade level and do not pick activities that you have no interest in. 
The sign-up survey will close next Thursday, March 21st at 2PM. 
 
  
Mondays: 
  
24SPRA   -----Natalie Love and Judy Suddy------Grades PK-1 
Tee-Ball Skills 
Boys and Girls will learn the basic skills of baseball through Tee-Ball play and interaction. 
 
24SPRB   ----- Amy Francis and Angela Francis------Grades 1-8---(Limit 8) 
Sensory Exploration 
Students will explore and discover through fun activities what their senses can tell them about the world around 
them. 
 
24SPRC   -----Sunshine Lola ------Grades 1-8 
Traditional and Contemporary Beading Group # 1 
Students will learn the importance of Beading to the Passamaquoddy Culture while making Keychains, 
Lanyards, Earrings and other beaded items. 
 
24SPRD   -----Ann Cannizzaro------Grades 2-5---(Limit 8) 
Exploring Poetry 
Learn to write fun and funny poems as you explore the power of your words… 
 
24SPRE   -----Erin Guire and Jodi Calder------Grades 2-6 
Science and Nature 
Come take some beach walks, learn gardening, make some solar powered S’mores. Fun, Fun… 
 
24SPRF   ----- Seana Mackeldey and Airyn Kenney------Grades 4-8---(Limit 8) 
Cooking Class 
Students will learn how to prepare, cook and bake chosen recipes for that week. 
 
 



24SPRG   -----Dana Mitchell------Grades 5-8---(Limit 8) 
3D Air Rocket Build and Fly 
Learn how to create, test, modify and fly a 3D printed rocket.  May rocket competition in Lubec is planned. 
 
Tuesdays: 
 
24SPRH   -----Ann Cannizzaro------Grades PK-1---(Limit 8) 
Playing with Words and Sounds 
Letters, Words and Reading FUN…. 
 
24SPRI   -----Sunshine Lola and Airyn Kenney------Grades 1-8 
Traditional and Contemporary Beading Group # 2 
Students will learn the importance of Beading to the Passamaquoddy Culture while making Keychains, 
Lanyards, Earrings and other beaded items. 
 
24SPRJ   -----Natalie Love and Judy Suddy------Grades 2-4 
Tee-Ball  and Minor League Skills 
Girls and Boys will learn the basic skills of baseball through Tee-Ball play and interaction. 
 
24SPRK   -----Erin Guire and Jodi Calder------Grades 2-6 
LEGO Challenge 
Students will compete in build challenges independently and in teams. 
 
24SPRL   -----Janice Rice and Alexis Moore------Grades 3-8 
Introduction to MAGIC---NEW Tricks 
Ever wanted to learn some cool Magic tricks?  If so, come on and join us as we learn some basics to the Art of 
Magic.  Allah ka zamm……….poof….. 
 
24SPRM   ----- Amy Francis and Angela Francis------Grades 3-8 
Exploring Short Stories-Book Club 
Come join us and read some really cool short stories and do some neat activities connected to the story 
 
24SPRN   -----Nancy Curtis and Sarah Donahe ------Grades 3-8 
Movement Mash-Up 
Come have some fun mixing it up with a bit of everything.  Strength training, yoga, hiking, and heart rate 
monitors.  Bring comfy clothes, sneakers, water bottle, and positive Energy! 
 
24SPRO   -----Dana Mitchell------Grades 3-8---(Limit 8) 
Exploring with Rugged Robot 
Learn how to program and use the Rugged Robot with sensors to explore your surroundings. 
 
Wednesdays: 
  
24SPRP   -----Erin Guire and Jodi Calder------Grades 1-3 
Story and Craft Activities 
Come and listen to fun stories and make awesome crafts around a theme to go with them (for example: 
decorations, animal painting, puppets, etc.)! 
 
 
 
 



24SPRQ   -----Janice Rice and Alexis Moore------Grades 1-8 
Game Time 
Come have some fun playing charades, bingo, LCR, and more while learning to work together and be a good 
sport. 
 
24SPRR   ----- Sunshine Lola and Airyn Kenney------Grades 1-8 
Traditional and Contemporary Beading Group # 3 
Students will learn the importance of Beading to the Passamaquoddy Culture while making Keychains, 
Lanyards, Earrings and other beaded items. 
 
24SPRS   ----- Amy Francis and Angela Francis------Grades 3-8 
Exploring Art Through Nature 
Come join us and do some really cool art activities tied to the Nature around us. 
 
24SPRT   -----Dana Mitchell------Grades 3-8---(Limit 8) 
3D Printing with 3D Pens 
Learn how to create and print 3D objects using a Hand-Held 3D pen.  What can you imagine then build??? 
 
24SPRU  -----Ellen Nicholas------Grades 3-8---(Limit 10) 
Video Game Design 
Students will use Scratch, Bloxels Builder, Minecraft, and CoSpaces to learn the basics of creating their own 
video games.  Then they test and share them with each other. 
 
24SPRV   -----Charla Morrison and Kendra MacDonald------Grades 4-8---(Limit 8) 
Cricut Design and Print 
Ever want to design a t-shirt and see other people wearing your design?  If so, this session is right for you.  
Learn to Cricut design space using your laptop, print it out, and apply it with an iron to shirts etc.  Shirts will be 
available for purchase in the Token Store. 
 
24SPRW   -----Natalie Love and Judy Suddy------Grades 5-8 
Softball and Baseball skills 
Boys and Girls will learn the basic skills of softball and baseball through team play and interaction. 


